Concept learning from examples in first-order languages has been widely studied recently. Specifically, many systems that integrate inductive learning and explanationbased learning have been proposed. However, concept learning is only a subproblem of the problem of knowledge base (which is referred to as a theory in first-order logic) revision. This is mainly because concept learning methods utilize background knowledge without regard to whether the knowledge is perfect or imperfect, while a knowledge base revision system should revise the knowledge base to be consistent with all environmental changes. This paper presents a real theory revision method that guarantees the revised theory to be correct on all given examples. As a consequence, the problem of concept learning is also solved through the proposed method.
Introduction
Automatic concept formation has long been a major research topic in machine learning [1, 2, 3] . Two representative methods of concept formation that are frequently found in the literature [4, 5] are empirical learning and explanation-based learning (henceforth referred to as EBL).
Empirical learning is the process of acquiring generalized knowledge from examples with few or no background knowledge [6, 7] . Usually, a large number of examples are needed to accomplish the task of concept formation. One drawback of empirical learning is that the learned concept is not truth-preserving [1] ; in other words, the common characteristic discovered from the input examples is not guaranteed to reoccur in future cases. Moreover, empirical learning usually requires a search in a space comprising a very large number of possible hypotheses, and thus is slow in nature [8] .
In EBL, the system is given a concept example, from which it tries to learn the concept definition by explaining why the input example is an instance of the concept [9, 2] . Explanation is usually done by a deductive method, which utilizes a knowledge base to produce a generalized and operational concept description. There is no need to search a large hypothesis space. However, the correctness of the learned concept description depends heavily on the perfectness of the knowledge base. The requirement of a perfect knowledge base, in many real world problems, surely is too strong to be satisfied.
Compromise approaches have been proposed to combine the benefits of both types of learning [10, 11] . These integrated methods allow imperfect domain knowledge to be used during the inductive process. The computational complexity of induction can be substantially reduced, since the number of possible hypotheses of a target concept description is constrained by the given background knowledge. Under this approach, concept acquisition can be treated as a restricted form of the knowledge base revision problem. Concept acquisition systems only use the knowledge, regardless of whether it is perfect or imperfect. In contrast, besides using knowledge bases, theory revision systems have to update them according to the current environment. In fact, recently, revision of a knowledge base by examples has attracted a good deal of attention [12, 13, 14] .
The basic idea behind the sort of revision is that a knowledge base that cannot cover positive examples should be generalized, whereas one that excessively covers negative examples should be specialized to maintain consistency. However, as generalization is the opposite of specialization, oscillation may occur when both operations have to be performed. There are two such situations: over-generalization and over-specialization. Over-generalization occurs when the generalized knowledge base covers more negative examples than the old one. On the other hand, over-specialization may occur when the specialized knowledge base loses the ability to cover some of the originally covered positive examples. As will be discussed in the following sections, however existing learning systems lack the ability to solve this problem of oscillation. In this paper, we shall propose a knowledge base revision method that is able to solve the problem of oscillation by deductive analysis of the covering extent of the original knowledge base.
The representations of input examples and the acquired concept are another issue especially when the application domain is considered [15] . In logical learning systems, some authors use a tuple representation [12, 13, 16, 17] (i.e. unit clauses or relations) in examples whereas others use a general clause [15, 18] to describe a complex object instance that consists of many related components. The latter approach is certainly more appropriate for most applications and hence is adopted in our concept acquisition method. We will use the term theory instead of knowledge base in the remainder of this paper since the former is adopted in first-order logic.
Briefly speaking, we propose a methodology that revises an imperfect theory by integrating deductive and inductive learning. The revised theory is guaranteed to be correct on input examples in definite clauses. A secondary result is an operational concept description that can be used to form a classification rule in pattern recognition [19] . The proposed method is a two-phase approach. In the first phase, the input theory is generalized to cover all positive examples. Theoretically, this can be done by existing concept learning systems. In the second phase, the theory is specialized to exclude negative examples. The specialization must not cause excessive exclusion of the positive examples covered. The main focus of the paper is actually on designing such a specialization algorithm. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can mitigate the over-specialization problem.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the theory revision problem, and Section 3 reviews selected related work. Section 4 presents our method for theory revision; in Section 5, experimental results are presented to confirm the effectiveness of our method. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Problem Definition
In this paper, we treat a theory as an aggregation of many concepts. An environment of the revision is specified by a set of examples. By discovering contradictions between the originally theory and the given set of examples, the proposed method revises the theory to perfectly suit the current environment.
The representations of examples and theory are both in the form of definite clauses. One of the reasons we adopt this type of representation is the symbolic nature of definite clauses. Obviously, symbolized information is highly suitable for communicating with human beings. In the following, formal definitions of a concept description, theory, and example are given. Basic definitions about logic programming can be found in Lloyd [20] . Definition 1. A concept description is a disjunction of definite clauses. Definition 2. A theory is a conjunction of concept descriptions.
Predicates that occur in the heads of concept descriptions are referred to as nonoperational predicates (or virtual predicates); otherwise, they are operational predicates (or base predicates). Definition 3. An example is a ground definite clause containing only operational predicates in its body.
A concept description C is said to cover an example E under a theory T if and only if C subsumes E under the theory T , denoted as C T E (see [21] ). Also, a theory is said to cover an example if and only if there is a concept description C in T such that C T E, denoted as T j = E.
If a concept description (or a theory) covers all positive examples, it is called complete [22] . If it covers no negative examples, it is called consistent [22] . If both completeness and consistency are preserved by a concept description (or a theory) then the concept description (theory) is correct on all examples [14] .
Concept descriptions learned by FOIL [16] and FOCL [13] are definite clauses free of constant terms. However, under the expressive restriction of definite clauses, it is not always possible to have a concept description with variables only that correctly distinguishes all positive and negative examples. In the following discussions we will refer to concepts with variables only as v-concept descriptions.
To obtain a correct theory, a set of examples must be a consistent set that is more restricted than the condition of noise-free. For the sake of convenience, we define a function var that rewrites a clause into one with variables only. The function is defined below:
var(c) = c ?1 (1) where c is a clause and is a substitution whose range consists of all non-variable terms.
Example 1. Assume that we have the following clause: c: Table( Suppose also that it contains this negative example:
e n : Table(obj 2 ) four legged(obj 2 ); red(obj 2 ); sittable(obj 2 ). Then var(e p ) subsumes e n , and this is an inconsistent set of examples. Thus, there is no variablized concept description that can distinguish e p from e n , since any clause in it covering e p also covers e n . For example, the clause r : Table( x) four legged(x) covers both p and n. That is, T 0 is correct on E. Figure 2 ) and a set of negative examples (Figure 3 ), a correct revised theory is given in Figure 1 (b). The original theory covers positive examples a and b, and negative example g. Note that there are two changes from the original theory to the revised theory. First, the second clause loses two literals, because a cup does not necessarily have a handle by observing examples c and d. Second, an extra literal is added to the third clause so that we can exclude examples f and g by requiring that the bottom of a cup should be small. Cup(a) : ? is(a; light); part of(a; a1); isa(a1; bottom); is(a1; small); is(a1; flat); part of(a; a2); isa(a2; body); part of(a; a3); isa(a3; concavity); is(a3; upward pointing); part of(a; a4); isa(a4; handle):
Cup(X)
part of(b; b1); isa(b1; support); part of(b; b2); isa(b2; bottom); is(b2; small); part of(b; b5); isa(b5; body); part of(b; b3); isa(b3; concavity); is(b3; upward pointing); part of(b; b4); isa(b4; handle); above(b5; b1):
part of(c; c1); isa(c1; bottom); is(c1; small); is(c1; flat); part of(c; c2); isa(c2; body); part of(c; c3); isa(c3; concavity); is(c3; upward pointing):
part of(d; d1); isa(d1; support); is(d1; small); part of(d; d4); isa(d4; bottom); is(d4; small); part of(d; d2); isa(d2; body); part of(d; d3); isa(d3; concavity); is(d3; upward pointing); above(d2; d1): Cup(e) : ? is(e; heavy); part of(e; e1); isa(e1; handle); part of(e; e2); isa(e2; handle); part of(e; e3); isa(e3; bottom); is(e3; small); is(e3; flat); part of(e; e4); isa(e4; concavity); is(e4; upward pointing); part of(e; e5); isa(e5; body): Cup(f) : ? is(f; light); part of(f; f2); isa(f2; body); part of(f; f1); isa(f1; bottom); is(f1; flat); part of(f; f3); isa(f3; concavity); is(f3; upward pointing):
part of(g; g1); isa(g1; body); part of(g; g4); isa(g4; handle); part of(g; g2); isa(g2; bottom); is(g2; flat); part of(g; g3); isa(g3; concavity); is(g3; upward pointing):
part of(h; h1); isa(h1; support); part of(h; h2); isa(h2; bottom); is(h2; small); part of(h; h3); isa(h3; body); above(h3; h1): 
Related Work
Many existing systems have already solved part of the above general theory revision problem. These systems differ in representation, in the restrictions they place on the initial theory or revised theory, and in whether they provide an oracle to answer questions. A summary of several systems is shown in Table 1 .
Besides the use of background knowledge, as we have discussed in Section 1, the complexity of the input and output languages is a major distinguishing characteristic of learning systems. In the general inductive setting there are three languages (see [28] ):
L O : the language of observations L B : the language of background knowledge L H : the language of hypotheses Usually, L O is required to contain only ground literals. This is the case in MIS [23] , CIGOL [12] , GOLEM [17] , CLINT [22] , CLINT-Cia [25] , FOIL [16] , and FOCL [13] .
The hypothesis H may be restricted to a single clause. This is the case for Plotkin [29] , Shapiro [23] , and Rouveirol [26, 27] . In contrast, Muggleton and Buntine [12] take advantage of predicate invention to introduce a set of clauses. FOIL [16] , on the other hand, creates a new clause whenever no negative examples are covered by the current clause and some positive examples are not covered.
In the following, a number of learning systems are reviewed and compared with our results. where each clause represents an alternative method of proving that an example is an instance of P 0 . The clauses consist of a conjunction of literals, which are each composed of a particular predicate (e.g., P i ) and an ordering of variables for the predicate (e.g.,V i;1 ; : : :; V i;n1 ).
The variables of each literal are classified as new and old, as follows: a variable is called "new" if it does not appear in the head of the current clause or in any literal to the left of the current literal; otherwise, the variable is called "old. " An example in FOIL is represented as a tuple, which contains values for the variables of the predicates to be learned. Moreover, FOIL also takes as input a set of predicates fP 1 ; : : :; P n g that are extensionally defined. These predicates are used to form the literals that make up the clauses for P 0 .
In effect, FOIL has two operators: starting a new clause, and adding a literal to the rear of the current clause. FOIL performs the second operator until no negative examples are covered by the clause, and performs the first operator by adding new clauses until all positive examples are covered by some clause. FOIL computes the information gain of the legal variablizations of each extensionally defined predicate in order to determine which literal to add to the end of a clause. A variablization is a particular ordering of new and old variables. The information gain from the addition of a new literal to the current clause is defined as follows:
where P 0 and N 0 are the current numbers of positive and negative tuples, P 1 and N 1 are the numbers of positive and negative tuples that would remain after adding the literal, and T ++ is the number of current positive tuples that have at least one corresponding tuple in the positive tuples after adding the literal.
FOIL can use only background knowledge in the form of ground unit clauses (i.e., facts in Prolog). As a matter of fact, this restriction is common to FOIL, FOCL, CLINT, and CLINT-Cia; it is set because the utility of knowledge is limited to the least Herbrand model. The least Herbrand model is adopted in logic programming and deductive database paradigms in which basic data elements are facts. Operational predicates are regarded as extensional predicates (i.e., facts) in these types of systems. Note that this view is not equivalent to ours. We allow bodies of the clauses in the background theory to have literals that do not occur in the head of any clause. Moreover, FOIL cannot revise an incorrect theory.
CLINT CLINT [22] partitions definite clauses as a series of languages and, during the learning process, shifts the language bias as needed. CLINT starts learning from a theory and an example that is incorrectly handled by the system. This example is input by the user. So there are two cases to consider: an uncovered positive example and a covered negative example. If an uncovered example is supplied, CLINT derives a clause covering the example and asserts it in its theory. The clause is computed in two steps. In the first step, a justification for the example is derived. The justifications are ordered according to the language they belong to. Within this order, the first justification that does not cover a negative example is taken as a starting clause for the second step. In the second step, the starting clause is used to generate further examples of the concept. These examples are shown to the user, who has to classify them as positive or negative. To construct an example, CLINT deletes a set of literals, fulfilling certain conditions from the body of the starting clause, and attempts to construct an example that is covered by the new clause and not by the starting clause. In case the example is positive, CLINT generalizes it by replacing the starting clause with the new one and repeats the second step for the new starting clause; otherwise, it tries to construct other new clauses and other relevant examples. If it is impossible to generalize the starting clause further without covering negative examples, CLINT asserts the clause in its theory.
If a covered negative example is supplied to CLINT, then there must be an incorrect clause in the theory that is used in a proof for that example. This clause will be identified by asking questions about the nodes in the proof tree for the example. The method to locate the incorrect clause is very similar to that of Shapiro [23] . Once an incorrect clause is located, it is retracted from the theory. After retracting the clause, CLINT will verify the known positive examples that were covered by the clause. If any of these positive examples are no longer covered, CLINT will begin the learning process again. If there are still errors in the theory after learning, the user can signal them to CLINT and they will be processed in the same manner. In contrast to CLINT, our approach does not involve any human interaction.
ITOU ITOU [26] decomposes generalization, a well-known process in concept learning, into two elementary steps. The first step, saturation, reformulates an initial example given some background knowledge. In this step, saturation computes only the most specific relevant generalization of an initial clause, given a domain theory. The second operator, truncation, is a purely inductive generalization operator that computes, given an initial clause E, all the clauses that -subsume E. By combining these two operators, ITOU can compute all the relevant generalizations of an initial clause, given a domain theory. However, the learned concept description is restricted to one clause. Thus, the disjunctive nature of certain concepts is lost. Moreover, specialization is not considered because negative examples are not discussed.
RTL
The RTL system [30] is a real theory revision systems on propositional domain. RTL translates a theory into an operational form using an inductive learner and then translates it back into the theory language after modification.
EITHER The EITHER system [31] is one of the few systems designed to work with either overly general or overly specific domain theories. Furthermore, unlike the concept acquisition systems, EITHER revises incorrect domain theories, rather than just learning despite the existence of an incorrect domain theories. EITHER contains specific operators for generalizing a domain theory by removing literals from clauses and adding new clauses and operators for specializing a domain theory by adding literals to a clause. However, EITHER is restricted to using propositional domain theories, and training examples are represented as attribute-value pairs.
Forte Forte [14] is the first theory revision system to use definite clauses. Forte builds on prior work done in propositional theory revision, inductive learning, and inverse resolution. However, the correctness of the revised theory is not guaranteed.
In this paper, a real theory revision method in the language of definite clauses (including the theory and examples) is presented. Both induction and deduction are utilized in our solution. Our algorithm is able to guarantee that the revised theory is correct on all input examples.
The Theory Revision Method
Our framework for theory revision is a two-phase approach: generalization and specialization. In the first phase, we want to ensure that the theory can cover all positive examples. In the second phase, we want to exclude all negative examples covered while retaining the positive examples already covered. As stated in Section 3, existing learning systems provide algorithms for the task of generalization. Therefore, we will focus our attention on the task of specialization. Specifically, we will describe a consistent specialization algorithm that maintain the consistency of a theory.
There are two extreme cases of the theory revision problem. One is the case where no negative examples are given. In this case a simple but correct revised theory can be T^P,
where T is the original theory and P is the set of input positive examples. Existing concept acquisition methods, such as FOCL [13] and CLINT [22] , can also be applied to find generalized concept descriptions. The other case is the case where no positive examples are given. In this case an empty theory is the simplest solution.
Operational tree
Before describing the algorithm, we introduce a concept called an operational tree (henceforth referred to as o-tree) that records useful information of the current situation of a given problem.
Definition 6.
An o-tree corresponding to a concept C that has arity t is a tree for which the following hold:
1. The root node is C(V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V t ) C(V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V t );
where V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V t are distinct variables. 2. Let N be a node and A be a selected nonoperational predicate in body(N), also let c be a clause in the given theory T whose head predicate symbol is the same as the predicate symbol of A. Then
M = (N ? fAg) body(d)]
is a successor of N, where d is a variant clause (adopted from [32] ) of c such that d and N have no variable in common and is a most general unifier of A and head(d). 3. The link between N and M is labeled by c.
We will refer to labels as label clauses in the following context.
An o-tree has several important properties:
1. Paths in an o-tree may have infinite length if recursion is allowed in T . Given a set of examples E and a theory T , the coverage of T over E can be determined by the leaves of the corresponding o-tree. In other words, the examples covered by a theory are those covered by the paths of the corresponding o-tree. A path can cover positive as well as negative examples. When negative examples are covered, some of the labeled clauses must be specialized to exclude the negative examples. Example 6. In the cup example, assume that a generalization process discovers that a cup does not necessarily have a handle and then truncates two literals of the concept description "Liftable" relating to "handle" in order to cover all the positive examples. The revised concept description is:
Liftable(X) : ? is(X; light):
Now N 4 covers positive examples a and c and negative examples f and g. Leaf node N 6 covers positive examples b and d. Note that this is a type of over-generalization, because N 4 covers negative example f. Figure 5 (a) is the revised theory and Figure 5 (b) is the o-tree after generalization. An o-tree offers useful and convenient information about the theory and about relationships between the theory and examples. Using the information and relationships, we can provide several functions to facilitate the operation of our specialization algorithm. Note that if a positive example E is uniquely covered by some leaf on the o-tree then all the label clauses on the underlying path determine E. Any attempt to specialize a label clause c must avoid over-specialization, especially when c determines some positive examples. Information embedded in an o-tree includes the pos-cover, neg-cover, and pos-determine of every clause and the reponsible of every example. With the o-tree structure, the theory specialization can be done by appending literal(s) to the clause(s) on the paths that cover negative examples. An algorithm that employs this approach is shown in Figure 6 . The set of leaf nodes is the operational description for the underlying concept. If it covers negative examples, we append literal(s) to specialize the underlying concept. The appended literals in our specialization method are limited to those that are operational. When we append the literal(s) to a clause, over-specialization usually occurs if the literals are not selected carefully. To avoid this problem, we need to keep the specialization procedure "safe." A specialization procedure is safe if over-specialization is prevented. It is always safe to append literals to a clause c that does not determine any positive example, because the loss of any positive example in pos-cover(c) does not affect the overall coverage of the theory.
The main strategy of the algorithm is to find literals that, when appended to a clause, will exclude covered negative examples as safely as possible. When over-specialization occurs, we simply add clauses to cover the positive examples that have been excluded (line 18 to line 20) so that theory remains complete.
The algorithm first builds the corresponding o-tree and then enters a while loop (line 2 to line 22) to exclude negative examples covered by the tree. Each iteration eliminates the covering of a negative example by a leaf. To exclude a negative example from a leaf, the algorithm first selects a label clause for specialization (line 3) and finds a positive example (line 5 to line 8) to extract distinguishing literals (line 16) so that the negative example will be excluded after appending these literals (line 17) to the label clause. If there are no positive examples covered by the label clause, the algorithm simply deletes the label clause (line 10). Note that it is completely safe to delete the clause, because doing so does not affect the coverage of positive examples.
In the sequel, we discuss in detail the key functions in the algorithm, such as selecting a label clause (line 3), finding appending literals (the function FindLiterals on line 16), and appending literals to the selected label clause (the function AppendLiterals on line 17).
Selecting a Label Clause
Consider line 3 of the consistent specialization algorithm. Clauses in responsible(e n ) are suspect clauses that cause e n to be covered. Thus, punishment (i.e., specialization) should be taken to exclude the negative example e n . The function score, which is based on the heuristic "the fewer positive examples c determines, the more suitable c is to be revised" is used to select one label clause for specialization:
Clauses that determine more positive examples are more likely to affect the completeness of the theory. Thus, the score function increases inversely with the number of examples determined by a clause c. A clause with a higher score is less likely to cause the theory to become incomplete if it is specialized. Thus, c 3 will be selected for appending literals.
Finding Literals to Append
The function FindLiterals finds the literal(s) most likely to exclude e n while retaining the coverage of at least one positive example. In lines 5 to 8, the algorithm selects those positive examples which are determined by c and are the most likely to be excluded. To illustrate the procedure more conveniently, we rewrite the subproblem of finding the appending literal(s) as follows. Given 1. two clauses L p and L n , 2. a positive example e p , and 3. a negative example e n , where L p and L n subsume e p and e n , respectively, and fe p ; e n g is a consistent set of examples, find a clause K such that 1. L p K subsumes e p , and 2. L n K does not subsume e n . Definition 11. Let C and D be two first-order clauses such that C subsumes D. Example 10. Let L be the leaf node N 4;1 in Figure 5 . Then, remainder(example a; L) = fis(a 1 ; small); part of(a; a 2 ); isa(a 2 ; body); part of(a; a 4 ); isa(a 4 ; handle)g remainder(example c; L) = fpart of(c; c 2 ); isa(c 2 ; body)g remainder(example f; L) = fpart of(f; f 2 ); isa(f 2 ; body)g 
From Equation (4), the set of distinguishing literals is
LGG(e p ; e n ))
Similarly, if L p = L n , then let A be remainder(e p ; L) and B be remainder(e n ; L). Equation (5) can then be transformed into K = remainder(A; LGG(A; B))
Appending Literals to the Selected Label Clause
The leaves of an o-tree are concept descriptions. In order to remove excessively covered negative examples, we append literal(s) in the body of a selected leaf clause and transfer the information to the predeceasing nodes backward until we reach the selected label clause. Then for every path containing label clauses that have the same head predicate symbol, we update the successor nodes forward until we reach the leaves. In the following, we use a theorem to formally describe the backward operation. The forward updating can be done in the same way as expansion of an o-tree. 
where is the unifier of N r?1 and d r , and d r is the variant clause of c r in which d r = c r . Proof: Equation (8) depicts how B is propagated from leaf node N`to the node N r pointed to by link c r . Equation (9) [3] semantic net semantic net -AQ [18] first-order first-order first-order MIS [23] fact definite clauses facts Mitchell's [2] definite clauses operational clauses definite clauses ID3 [7] attribute values decision tree -ML-SMART [15] definite clauses definite clauses definite clauses DUCE [24] propositional clauses propositional clauses propositional clauses CIGOL [12] fact definite clauses definite clauses GOLEM [17] fact definite clauses definite clauses CLINT [22] fact definite clauses definite clauses CLINT-Cia [25] fact definite clauses definite clauses FOIL [16] fact definite clauses definite clauses FOCL [13] fact definite clauses definite clauses ITOU [26, 27] definite P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P part of(X,Z), isa(Z,support), part of(X,W), isa(W,body), above(Z,W), part of(X,U), isa(U, Concavity), is(U,upward pointing).
(b) The o-tree of the generalization. 
Experimental Results
We have implemented our revision system in C programming language on a Sun workstation. In this section, we use the cup domain as an example to illustrate the performance of the revision system, especially the specialization algorithm.
The first experiment we performed is the cup domain [15] . Figure 4(a) is the original theory about cups. Figure 4(b) is the corresponding o-tree. Figure 2 depicts the input positive examples. Figure 3 shows the input negative examples. Table 2 depicts the changes in the theory coverage over examples. In the first phase, since the original theory is unable to cover positive examples c and d, it is generalized to cover them. Figure 5(a) is the generalized theory. Figure 5(b) is the corresponding o-tree. Since all positive examples are covered, phase 2, the specialization phase starts. First, negative example f is found to be covered by leaf node N 4 . Then, according to the score function (Equation (2)), label clause d 3;1 is selected (Example 4.2.) and appending literals are also determined. Finally, the algorithm appends literals to theory clause c 3 (which is equivalent to d 3;1 ) (Example 4.4.).
The final revised theory is already correct on all examples, so the algorithm stops. Figure 7 is the final correct theory and the corresponding o-tree. ; ;
We can also apply our specialization to the original theory. In this case, the revised theory also has the literal is(Y; small) appended to the clause c 3 ; however, coverage of the positive examples remains the same. That is, the revised theory covers only a and b and does not cover c and d. In Table 2 , we illustrate the coverage of the positive and negative examples during the revision process. We also performed an experiment using the student loan problem [13] . There are twenty-five positive examples and twenty-five negative examples of the target concept. The example set is not consistent, but it is a practical case because there are numeric terms involved in some predicates. Specializing numeric terms is not yet considered in our algorithm. We modify our algorithm so that when an inconsistent pair of a positive P P P P P P P P P P P P part of(X,Z), isa(Z,bottom), is(Z,flat), is(Z,small), part of(X,U), isa(U, Concavity), is(U,upward pointing). part of(X,Z), isa(Z,support), part of(X,W), isa(W,body), above(Z,W), part of(X,U), isa(U, Concavity), is(U,upward pointing).
(b) The o-tree illustration of the specialization. example and a negative example is found, the system queries the user to input appending literals. The results show that the heuristics used in the consistent specialization algorithm can avoid over-specialization to a reasonable degree.
Conclusion
We have presented a two-phase framework for the task for revising a first-order theory. In particular, we have proposed a consistent specialization algorithm for the specialization of a theory. A set of consistent training examples is needed to revise a theory. Our goal is to revise a theory such that all the training examples are correct with respect to the theory. Theory revision is still a very young research topic. Some possible directions for further research are listed below.
Define special predicate symbols having numeric terms and specify corresponding specialization operations.
The appended literals used in our consistent specialization contain all distinguishing literals. Every subset of the literals we use can also be applied. The problem of how to select the best set of literals should be considered further. In general, when fewer literals are appended over-specialization is less likely to occur.
Formally define the degree of similarity between the revised theory and the original one.
To conclude the paper, we provide an overall evaluation of our method below.
Type of Learning: Our approach integrates both inductive and deductive learning. The construction of the o-tree is basically deductive. On the other hand, the heuristic used for selecting specializing clauses is a kind of induction.
Use of Knowledge: Unlike most concept learning systems, in addition to using knowledge to verify current examples, we also provide a method of correcting contradictions.
Correctness of the Revised Theory: By employing a consistent specialization algorithm, we guarantee that the revised theory is correct on all input examples. Note that real correctness is not guaranteed. In fact, machines do not know if the stored knowledge is incorrect unless a verifying procedure is executed. Providing a set of noise-free examples is one way to ensure the correctness of the theory.
Appropriateness of the Revised Theory:
The set of input positive examples itself could be viewed as a correct theory, since both completeness and consistency are trivially satisfied. However, this is not what we desire. We want to find a correctly revised theory that is as similar to the old one as possible. In our approach, exactly one clause is modified in each iteration; this clause is chosen so as not to influence the original coverage of positive examples. Hence the revised theory is more appropriate than the trivial one.
